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This CD describes the methods you can employ to make The Secret (The Law of Attraction) actually work

for you. 6 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Self-Help, SPOKEN WORD: Instructional Details: So who are Beth and

Lee McCain, and what separates them from the many other teachers and practitioners of the Law of

Attraction? Simply put, Beth and Lee have been where you are, and are not afraid or embarrassed to

admit to, and share the many frustrations, disappointments, and struggles one can encounter along the

way, and their audio CD, THE KEY: UNLOCKING THE SECRET TO THE SECRET arrives at a very

opportune time. If you have found this description, it's no doubt likely that you are seeking THE SECRET

and LAW OF ATTRACTION for your own life. Perhaps you read the book or enjoyed the excellent movie

that was recently released. Then you tried to put THE SECRET to use with less-than-stellar success. It's

not your fault; it's just that the book or the movie, while expertly explaining the CONCEPT of THE

SECRET, perhaps didn't do quite the job it could have by actually explaining HOW to make the LAW OF

ATTRACTION work for you. It's kind of like they were already "preaching to the choir" when perhaps a

few "HOW-TO's" for beginners may have helped. Beth and Lee McCain, who have themselves lived the

LAW OF ATTRACTION for years, understood the problem and created this helpful 75-minute CD to show

you SPECIFIC EXAMPLES you can use to make THE SECRET work as the Universe intended. In the

CD they share the common paths, as well as the roads less traveled they have taken to the Law of

Attraction. They were once confused and unsure of what was right or wrong when seeking the benefits of

the Law of Attraction. Since that time, the husband and wife team developed specific methods that

anyone can import into his or her own experiences. Beth and Lee want you to know that while definite

methods must be used, not all methods work for everyone. So they have spent years cultivating various

methods of working with the Law of Attraction, and that through the seminars, courses, and audio CDs

they offer, have inspired thousands like you to discover and successfully use the Law of Attraction on a

daily basis. As such, Beth and Lee have paved the way for you. Beth and Lee McCain have successfully

practiced the Law of Attraction (commonly known in recent years as THE SECRET) for nearly a decade,
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and they believe the joy that the Law of Attraction has given them is so important to share. As Beth is

fond of stating on their radio shows and at live seminars: "Some years back we decided that we would

embark on a journey that we would share with others: Spreading the reality that is the Law of Attraction to

anyone who can understand that the Universe is a wonderful entity that wants you to have all that you

desire in your life." Beth and Lee want you to know that it is OK to choose, seek, and receive all of the

happiness that you desire in every facet of your life. Says Lee: "We want you to experience the pure joy

of knowing that you can have whatever you desire; that the Universe has designed this fact as the

"expectation," and we want you to know that unhappiness and "lack" are NOT what the Universe intended

for you." Many great and talented people know this. These luminaries learned about the Law of Attraction,

and they lived each and every day emanating the Law of Attraction. And what these individuals attracted

to them through the Universe was and is phenomenal! You have the same Universal right. When it is said

in hallowed volumes that all are created equal, it is the truth; the truth borne of the Universe, and

manifested through the Law of Attraction. Have you encountered enough negativity in your daily life?

Have you engaged in enough struggle? Do you believe that the time has come for you to claim what the

Universe gave you at birth? Then begin your journey with Beth and Lee. Learn through this informative

CD what THE SECRET is all about. Live your life to its fullest potential, and know that whatever your

happiness is - whatever you value and seek in your life - is right there in front of you. It has always been

there, waiting for you to claim it. Beth and Lee McCain are honored to support you along the way as you

walk YOUR path . . .
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